Önwall augmented reality tool for Android/iOS

Solution for customers to get an idea of how Önwall wall coverings would look in their interior.

Önwall produces hardwood mosaic wall panels for interior walls. Individual panel measures are 40x40 cm. To help our customers find the right product for their home, we need a solution that could help them decide if the choice they are about to make really suits them.

Why

Buying interior decoration materials is a complicated procedure. It is hard to visualise the end result with only a picture or a product sample.

For whom

Software is meant to be used by interior designers, architects and private customers.

Expected outcome

AR application that allows users to preview Önwall mosaic panels as a finished wall project in their own interior through their mobile device.

Conditions

Any outcomes produced by the student team under and within the framework of the Software Project and any transferable intellectual property rights related thereto, incl. all the economic rights of the author and rights to protect intellectual property are transferred to Eugenio OÜ from the moment of creating them.

Contact

Karl Nagel – karl@onwall.ee